Humanitarian Update #85

as of January 15, 2024
**UPDATE**

**Operation: “Against the Cold”**

UCCA has been working to solicit donations to help keep Ukraine warm. We are proud to announce that UCCA received an extremely generous donation from Fieldsheer, the third donation from this apparel company. Thanks to their support UCCA delivered 30 pallets of wool/heated socks, worth almost $2 million, to Ukraine.
53,000+ pairs of socks arrive in our partner’s Kyiv warehouse for further distribution to units serving on the frontlines and to IDPs in need.
UCCA Helping Ukraine See... UCCA continues to procure much-needed drones...
This week UCCA delivered five DJI Mavic3 drones and warm socks to units operating on the frontlines.
150 packs of pampers arrived on January 12th to an orphanage in Kharkiv where many children that were evacuated from Koupiansk, Lyman and Vovchansk are now staying.

Thank you to Globus Relief for your donation to UCCA.
UCCA’s partner *Operation White Stork* continues to assemble vitally-needed IFAKs. Last week 5,500 were put together in Ivano-Frankivsk...
...and this week the IFAKs and “refill packs” were delivered to units serving on the frontlines in Zaporizhzhia.
#SupportUkraine

This winter UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support to enable us to focus on what is necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of vitally-needed supplies.

We pride ourselves that UCCA aid quickly reaches those in need – nothing is held up in storage and no middlemen – we only work with our trusted and vetted partners.

Always remember, 100% of our contribution is donated directly to assist Ukraine – no monies are used for overhead or administrative costs.